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User reports

Spares catalog in different
languages in a breath

Fabdec Limited is manufacturer of 
high-quality stainless steel products 
for agriculture and provides a multi-
tude of spare parts.

Parts lists via relations
Main products like milk coolers 
and pumps have a wide range of 
common spares, like e.g. extensi-
on shafts, gaskets. However, every 
spare part has to be maintained only 
ONCE in ANTEROS. For that purpo-
se a relation from the relevant main 
products to the spares is created. As  
every main product applies for other 
parts lists data (e.g. part number in 
spares drawing) those data is depo-
sited on the relation.

Data in six languages
Product data are maintained by Fa-
bdec in the languages German, En-
glish, French, Polish and Russian. 
That is the reason why the ability 
of ANTEROS for multi alphabets has 
been very important: without reloa-

ding fonts German and Russian ca-
talog pages can be generated from 
the system. Furthermore prices 
for different distribution areas and 
currencies are deposited.

Catalog and data on-demand
At any time print catalogs or ca-
talog extracts can be genera-
ted out of the current product 
data of the PIM system. In or-
der to start the print generation,  
Fabdec chooses the relevant langu-
age and type of pricing and on-de-
mand receives the catalog pages wi-
thout any typesetting system, that 
is to say 100% automated. Beyond 
that via import/export-framework 
Fabdec is able to generate product 
data for customer or trader requests 
on-demand in EXCEL, CSV oder XML 
format.

„With ANTEROS we are able to ge-
nerate our spares catalogs quite ef-
ficiently and even in five languages. 
We are positioned considerably 
better in the respective markets. 
We can generate catalogs at any 
time with up-to-date data and per-
form customer requests concerning 
electronic product data very quickly 
with the aid of ANTEROS.“

Hr. Haddad,

Director of Fabdec


